The reasons for architectural monuments destruction and methods of capacity reinforce for bases and fundaments
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Abstract. The main problem of monuments’ emergency state is poor condition of the bases and foundations often due to their moisture. Uneven foundations subsidence leads to redistribution of efforts in bearing constructions and static instability of the base-foundation-building system. That’s why any restoration starts with the removal of their emergency state.

Using the example of Mykola Pritisk’s Church on Podil, where groundwater underflooding caused the collapse in the south-eastern part of the building, describes how the restoration works on the monument, which began with the reinforcement of damaged foundations and framework for static recovery of base-foundation-building system, measures to protect foundations and basements from underflooding, ensuring reliable vertical and horizontal waterproofing for the basement walls and floors, and all the underground part of the church, and works for antiseptic treatment of bio-damaged and saline walls and plaster surfaces. After that, the organization of reliable geodetic control for the structure deformation was ensured.
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INTRODUCTION

The problems of the alert condition for bases and foundations of buildings are the main problems of monuments restoration. That is why all the work prior the restoration measures require liquidation of alert condition for the bases and foundations [1 – 5].

Fig.1. General view of Mykola Pritisk’s church
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main reasons for the alert condition of the monument were raising the level of groundwater in recent years after the construction of the subway at Podil, which was like a dam and blocked the flow from Tarasivska and Zamkova mountains in the Dnieper, uneven subsidence of foundations that caused redistribution for efforts in carrying structures, which destroyed previously established balance in the base-foundation-building system.

Previously, during the centuries of facilities exploitation, the issue of infiltration water derivation, leading to periodic waterlogging of soils of the basis and material of the foundation, was not solved.

Consequently, full or partial degradation of the mortar and bricks appeared.

Given the fact that also, a bus station and market were for many years located near the church, and the traffic of large trucks and buses caused vibrating load on the foundation and basis.

To elucidate and clarify the reasons for the alert condition of the church, Ukrainian main state institute of engineering studies (UkrDIINTD) performed a complex field, laboratory and cameral geological studies technical report in 1983 [11]. In 1984, 9 pits were made in addition to the previous studies to clarify the soil structure of the base and foundation material (Fig.4).

Soil conditions at the construction site are summarized in the Tables 1 and 2.

At a depth of laying the foundation, bearing layers for the base are soils 2, 3 and 5.

The foundation material, as it is seen from the pits, is uniform. In the pits number 1, 4 and 5, the foundation is made of bricks on limestone mortar. In the pits number 2, 3, 6 and 7, the foundation is made of rubble masonry (slab and granite boulders of 100 cm). The sole rubble foundations are located at a depth of 2,4 to 3,55 meters. After the rubble masonry, the brick masonry, which goes to the surface, is made. Sand and brickbat are used as a filler in the masonry. The masonry within the foundation in the pits 5, 8, and 9 has a vertical crack of 2 cm wide. Sections see Figs.5 – 8.
Fig. 4. Layout for pits

Fig. 5. Section for the pits Nr. 7

Fig. 6. Section for the pits Nr. 8

Fig. 7. Section for the pits Nr. 6

Fig. 8. Section for the pits Nr. 3
State scientific and technological center for the conservation and restoration of monuments conducted studies for building material of foundations and walls of the church to determine their composition, strength, salinity, moisture, and biological damage. It was found that brick walls were made of yellow and dark red brick on lime-sand mortar with the lime to sand ratio 1:5. Brick has a fragile structure, and water absorption more than 19%. The testing of the strength in compression rate showed the result of more than 25 kg/cm².

The main measures for the elimination of alert condition foresaw:
- strengthening damaged foundations and framework for establishing base-foundation-building equilibrium;
- developing measures to protect the base and foundation from underflooding;
- providing reliable vertical and horizontal waterproofing for the basement walls and floors, and for the entire underground part of the church;
- works on the antiseptic treatment for the surfaces affected by Micromycetes fungi complex and eliminating salinity from the brickwork and plaster of the walls;
- establishing a reliable geodetic control for the structure deformation [12 – 15].
STRENGTHENING OF THE DESTROYED BASIS AND FOUNDATIONS OF THE CHURCH

When the project of monument restoration was considered, several options to strengthen the foundations and bases were discussed, including eyeliner foundation pillars to expand the sole foundation, strengthening the soil by injection, amplification using bored and pressed piles, placing a solid base plate [16-19].

Analysis of the considered options showed that during strengthening the foundation pillars in wells, establishing outrigger bored and pressed piles under the existing foundations, uneven efforts will appear in structures that need to be carried out in sections, as the efforts cannot be passed to the basis. The disadvantages of the above options are also the strengthening, complexity, and laboriousness, the cost of these works within a construction site.

Comparing the technical and economic parameters, as well as the considered options, the most rational was the use of root piles (Figs. 9 – 15).

The main advantages of this method were the following:
- the possibility of arranging piles through existing structures reinforcing the foundations with the injection under pressure;
- the preservation of authentic exterior of the architectural monument;
- pressing the mortar in well with simultaneous resume of its pressure, which provided filling cracks in the construction of the foundation, compacted surrounding soil, provided roughness around piles surface, which increased their carrying capacity;
- settling of root piles due to their pressing usually no more than a few millimeters even for loads close to the threshold of the material strength;
- static equilibrium is not disturbed for existing foundations because of the arrangement of piles is performed using small-sized equipment with high speed without vibration transmitted to the foundation.

The total number of root piles was 506 pcs., diameter 132 mm, the length of the pile was 16 m, the angle 15 – 19 degrees.

The structure of the strengthening works also included cement injection under pressure to the foundations and rubble masonry. Arranging of piles was performed by SKB-4E cutting chisel (Fig.12). Drilling of masonry was conducted by blowing air and soil drilling with flushing by pre-cast concrete using hydrocyclone pumping unit УСГУ-2. Construction deformation was stopped after strengthening the monument of architecture.

MEASURES FOR PROTECTION THE BASE AND FOUNDATION OF THE CHURCH FROM UNDERFLOODING

Scientific and technological inspection [20] performed in 1998, was intended to establish the real picture of the moisture state for the church, identify the causes of soaking for the
Fig.10. Scheme for putting building on the geological section

Fig.11. Test for the pile in the soil by axial load
basement, and to develop technologies of waterproofing, as well as other repair and restoration works.

The samples of building materials were taken during the inspection to determine their composition, strength, salinity at the surface of the plaster and brickwork; measurements of moisture for the brickwork and air samples were conducted; the samples of biological damages were taken. Separately, an analysis of the water, which was in the basement, was conducted.

Basement moisture condition (Fig.16) was unsatisfactory, the basement was underflooded all the time and water was always there. The water level rose to a height of 40…50 cm from the floor and depended on changes in the level of groundwater. Moisture of the plaster exceed permissible limits, plaster was covered with efflorescence. In some places, there was peeling, breaking, and some heavy losses of laying bricks. In the north wall, bricks inrush amounted to 15 cm, cracks in walls and arches reached up to 30 mm.

Analysis of the moisture condition for the laying lower sections of the walls testified that the moisture for the walls was significantly higher than the permissible limits and reached above 12…14%, resulting in lesions of building materials with Micromycetes fungi complex and caused the plaster and brickwork destruction. Moisture indicators in the interior walls of the church basement were lower and showed existing capillary suction of moisture.

Fig.12. Drilling machine СКБ-4Е

Fig.13. $S = f(P)$ plot for the studied root pile DP-1 at strengthening the foundations of the Mykola Pritisk’s church in Kyiv

Fig.14. $S = f(P)$ plot for the studied cluster of four root piles, connected with DR-1 rostverk at strengthening the foundations of the Mykola Pritisk’s church in Kyiv

Fig.15. $S = f(P)$ plot for the studied root pile DP-1 on the break at strengthening the foundations of the Mykola Pritisk’s church in Kyiv
Conducted chemical analysis of water in the interior of the basement testified that the ground water source is wetting. This is consistent with the fact that the water level in the basement reduced in summer.

Increased groundwater level is typical for Podil and caused underflooding in many houses in this area.

Analysis of the water-soluble salts content in the walls of the church basement showed their significant availability and salts crystallization on the material surface. Over time, crystals grow in size, are beginning to put pressure on the building material, leading to its destruction.

Tests on the water absorption and strength for wall brick were performed, and the results of these studies for water absorption averaged more than 19%, and the strength in compression − 25 kg/m².

Based on technological research of the church, it was concluded and the following recommendations were issued:

1. The main reason for the church basement becoming soaked is the high level of groundwater.
2. At a height of 1,5 meters from the floor, high moisture of the church walls is caused by capillary suction of ground water.
3. To normalize moisture and the state of the walls, and to prevent the ingress of water into the basement, vertical and horizontal waterproofing must be performed.
4. The church walls and basement are affected by Micromycetes fungi complex and require antiseptic treatment of surfaces.
5. Plaster salinity is very high and should be decreased.
6. It is urgent to perform landscaping, reconstruction of skirting for the drainage of surface rainwater from the church.

In order to develop a reliable, durable and cost-effective technology for waterproofing of the church walls, technological schemes of several companies were considered: the Dutch «Dry works», Spanish «Drizoro», German «Remmers» and «Deitermann».

These projects differ in cost, cost of materials, their durability and guarantees having the same technological schemes.

Due to the warranty over 10 years, the lowest cost of materials for complex work, and that the walls not only get a protection from moisture, but also are strengthened, the technology of German company «Remmers» was chosen.

Performing a full complex of works on drainage and protection for the walls from moisture was divided into three main stages:

1. Horizontal waterproofing and applying sanifying plaster for the walls in the church basement in the interior and on the façade;
2. Work on drainage and waterproofing for the basement walls and floors;
3. Repair of paving around the church.

The work was carried out using waterproof materials and sanifying plaster of the «Remmers» company according to the company technology.

1. Drainage for the moisture of the basement (Fig.17).

The technology included the following steps:
- removing destroyed plaster;
- destructive laying disassembly;
- surface dedusting;
- replacing for the lost bricks with the new;
- crack injection with the mortar;
- bricklaying mortar restoration and joints filling with AISIT Grundputz;
- dust cleaning for the holes;
- filling holes by 2 − 3 injection with AIDA KEISOL;
- two antifungal treatments for the walls;
- holes treatment with AIDA Borlochsuspension;

Fig. 16. Basement before the work
Applying preparatory plaster AISIT Special-Vorspritzmortel;
- applying plaster AISIT Sanierputz Special;
- plaster smoothing;
- leveling with AISIT Grundputz coating;

Horizontal waterproofing.
2. Drainage of walls and vaults of the basement moisture.
Arrangement of horizontal and vertical waterproofing.
Walls and vaults:
- pumping water out of the basement;
- removal of plaster;
- removal of debris;
- destructive laying disassembly;
- room dedusting;
- replacing for the lost bricks with the new;
- crack injection with the mortar;
- drilling holes with a diameter of 30 mm;
- dust cleaning for the holes;
- filling holes by 2 – 3 injections of AIDA KEISOL:
  - two antifungal treatment for the walls;
  - holes treatment with AIDA Borlochsuspension;
- applying preparatory plaster
- AISIT Special-Vorsspritzmortel;
- strengthening and alignment of brickwork and joint filling with AISIT Grundputz;
- protection against moisture by applying a slurry saltproof

AIDA Sulfatexschlamme:
- applying preparatory plaster layer on the entire surface of the wall;
- applying plaster base layer;
- plaster grinding;
- painting walls.

Drilling of holes was performed according to the technology (Figs.18 – 22).

Fig.17. Basement before the work

Fig.18. Drilling holes in the basement facade

Fig.19. Layout for the holes drilling
Fig. 20. Layout for the holes

Fig. 21. Drilling holes in the basement facade

Fig. 22. Fill in drilled holes with Aida KIESOL solution

Fig. 23. Basement after the work

Holes were drilled in the walls around the perimeter of the church outside the basement (see Fig. 19), in places, where the wall thickness is more than 2 m – on both sides. At the altar, the drilling was performed only from outside. The depth of the holes and their location are shown at the layout (see. diagrams at the sheets).

After drilling holes, the dust removal was performed.

After the full technological cycle of vertical and horizontal waterproofing arrangement, the moisture of the church walls, both outside and inside, become normal (Fig. 23).
CONCLUSIONS

1. Architecture monuments, which are in the state register and protected by the state according to the Art. 54 of the Constitution of Ukraine and the Law of Ukraine "On Protection of Cultural Heritage of 08.06.2000. № 1805-III, should be monitored for their correct operation.

2. For the early detection of monument degradation, it is necessary to provide geodetic deformation monitoring for the buildings, as well as for the changes in the hydrogeological conditions of the monument location.

3. To take timely measures to drain surface water and protect the base and foundation of the monument from the raising level of groundwater.

4. Do not agree new construction projects in the protected area of the architectural monuments, which can lead to underflooding and increasing groundwater level.
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Причини разрушення достопримеча
tельностей архітектури та градостроєння і способи усиління несучої способності
основ і фундаментів

Ніколай Орленко

Анотація Основної проблемою аварій-
ного стану достоприміщальностей явля-
ється неудовлетворительне стане основ і
фундаментів, часто в результаті їх увлажнена.
Нерівномірні просадки фундаментів
приводять к перераспредelu осілей в несучих
конструкціях і нарушенню статики системи
основа–фундамент–сооруження. Поштому
лю́бі реставраційні мепориї начинаять
з ликвідації їх аварійного стану.

На примере церкви Николая Притиски на По-
dоле, где подтопление грунтовыми водами по-
влекло обвал юго-восточной части сооружения,
описан порядок реставрационных работ на до-
стопримечательности, которые начались с уси-
ления разрушенных фундаментов и основ для
возобновления статики системы основа–
фундамент–сооружение, мероприятий по
защите основы и фундаментов от подтопления,
с обеспечением надежной вертикальной и гори-
зонтальной гидроизоляции стен и полов подва-
ла и всей подземной части церкви и работ по
антисептической обработке поверхностей біо-
пораженных и засоленных стен и штукатурки.
После этого обеспечивалась организация
надежного геодезического контроля за дефор-
мацією сооружения.
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